Fun Play Kit

Health Advice for Parents
1

Children should stay at home during school suspension.
You are strongly advised against taking your child to social activities.

2

Measure child’s body temperature everyday.
When they have any respiratory symptoms, please help your children wear a surgical
mask and seek medical advice promptly.

3

Teach your child to maintain good personal hygiene and keeps hands clean at all times,
especially before eating and touching mouth, nose or eyes.

4

Help your child to maintain healthy lifestyle through balanced diet, regular exercise
and adequate rest.

5

Clean your home with 1 in 99 diluted household bleach.

6

Maintain drainage pipes properly and regularly pour water into each U- traps drain
outlet

7

Avoid visiting areas with reported novel coronavirus cases.

5 Steps to Use Mask Properly
Taking off a mask
1.
2.
2. colored side faces out,
metallic strip on top

3. Fold once before
putting on the mask

3.
4.
5.

Wash hands before removing the
mask.
After taking off the mask, fold the
mask outwards and avoid touching
the outside of the mask.
Put the mask into a plastic or paper
bag.
Put it into a lidded rubbish bin.
Wash hands after removing the mask.

1. wash hands before
putting on the mask

5. Extend the mask to fully
cover mouth, nose and chin

4. Press the wire on
the nasal bridge

Parent-child Activities
Let‘s enjoy a good time in making the homemade toys with
your children at home! Stay healthy and have fun at home !

Crawling worm
Material：
Colored paper, scissors and color pencil

Teaching video

How to play:
1. Cut a colored paper into 4 pieces
2. Fold the colored paper in half, and then fold it inward twice
3. Fold inward again and cut both ends into semi-circles
4. Draw a happy face for the worm
5. Blow the tail of the worm through a straw to make the worm
crawling forward

Parent-child Activities
Flying dragonfly
Material：Colored paper (17cm X 6cm) and scissors

How to play:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Teaching video

Prepare a colored paper with referring to the sample
Cut along the solid line
Fold along the dotted line
Cut the left and right sides, and fold the two sides to the
middle
5. Cut one-third of the left and right sides, fold the lower two
sides to the middle
6. Fold the tail up
7. Lift the dragonfly up and let it fly

Parent-child Activities
Paper plane
Material：
Colored paper, scissors, pen and double sticky tape

Teaching video

How to play:
1. Fold the colored paper in half and open it
2. Fold up the side 4 times
3. Use the pen to curl the border and stick the head and tail
together
4. Cut a thin piece of paper and paste it on the plane
5. Use a pen to gently roll the paper
6. Lift the plane and let it fly

Parent-child Activities
Ping Pong Catapult
Material:
Toilet paper tubes, scissors, glue, color pencil, colored paper
How to play:
1. Cut the toilet paper tubes into the same height
2. Use the color pencil and colored paper to decorate the tubes
3. Use the glue to stick the toilet paper tubes together
4. Throw the PingPong into the toilet paper tubes

Teaching video

Teaching video

Rocket
Material:
A colored paper and a straw
How to play:
1. Use a colored paper to make a
rocket
2. You may refer to the instruction
in making the rocket
3. Put the straw inside the rocket
and blow it

Parent-child Activities
Homemade boat
Material:
Paper plate, clothes pins and color pencil
How to play:
1. Fold the paper plate in half
2. Decorate the paper plate
3. Place the clothes pins on both ends of
Teaching video
the paper plate to balance the boat

Teaching
video

Parent-child Activities

Climbing up
Material:
Paper plate, straw, rope, tape, color pencil and hanger
How to play:
1. Cut the paper plate into two parts
2. Draw animals on the paper plates
3. Cut the straw into 4 pieces
4. Stick the 2 pieces of a straw on the back of the
paper plates
5. Pass the rope through 2 straws
6. Hook the rope on a hanger and hang it high
7. Separate the rope. Pull left and right to make the
animal climb up

Parent-child Activities

Teaching video

Flying balloon

Shooting
Material: Balloons and waste paper
How to play:
1. Fold the waste paper into paper strips
and become a basketball hoop
2. Hold the paper hoop in a high place
or the back of a chair
3. Throw the balloon into the hoop

Material: Balloons
How to play:
1.

Keep flapping the balloon

2.

Don’t let the balloon fall

Child-oriented,
Collaborating with
family and school

Service
Belief

During the class suspension
period, if you have any
enquiries about child’s learning,
emotions and parenting, please
feel free to contact us.
Contact no. : 3619 9688
Fax : 3614 5740
Email : sp@ttmssd.org
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/TTMSSDSP
Address :
Room 608A, 6/F, Cheung Sha Wan Plaza (Tower 2),
Cheung Sha Wan Road, Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon, HK
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